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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to analyze the dynamics of innovation in second-generation ethanol seeking to observe how a portfolio of patents held by one or more biotech companies indicates the creation of barriers to entry and which impacts on the development of the biofuels sector.
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Introduction
The phenomenon of global warming is directly related to the use of fossil fuels. In this scenario, the development of biofuels not only will help to reduce the damage to nature, but also leaves room for the development of a new industry, the bio-economy based on large R & D investments in biotechnology and biobased chemicals.

The second-generation ethanol is one of many biofuels that are currently being developed: its commercial viability depends on the development of conversion technologies from lignocellulosic biomass into ethanol.

Results and Discussion
According to Campos (2008), the development of a commercial agro-biotechnology product is quite risky and it demands a set of articulated knowledge involving enabling technologies that are under the control of different companies. It is trying to protect the investment that comes the need for defense mechanisms of intellectual property such as patents. Patents and intellectual rights protection mechanisms are key sources of information for technology foresight studies.

Companies can use their patents for other reasons besides protecting their investments. They can use it to monopolize the main technologies to stifle innovation of its competitors, effectively creating monopolies for their own product lines. From the cross-referencing of one patent with subsequent patents, it is possible to build graphical networks composed by patents and links, (citation of patents). These relationships, taking the form of graphical networks are analyzed according to a combination of network indexes. Three methodological steps performed the analysis of the dynamics of innovation related to obtaining second-generation ethanol process approach of patent citation networks; access to patent databases and the analysis of the top assignees; lexicographic analysis.

Conclusions
The analysis of the four networks of patents identified to convert biomass into ethanol suggests that it has not been set yet a clear “winner” technology. The R & D process of second-generation ethanol is an emerging technological trajectory. However, it is possible to observe the presence of large biotech companies acting as important players in the market.

We should pay attention to the possibility that as the R & D process in ethanol second generation set consolidated technological trajectories, biotech patents might be subject of patent trolls processes. There are already major legal disputes involving patents for production of second-generation ethanol. For example, the legal dispute between Novozymes and Danisco AS.
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